Illuminate Your Life!

No matter your passion — from sewing to scrapbooking and painting to photography — OttLite® 508 Illumination™ can illuminate your life so you can do what you love longer and more comfortably.

- See fine print and details clearly
- Reduce glare and eyestrain
- Show colors accurately
- Energy-efficient, earth-friendly

OttLite® lighting invigorates your creativity by providing a precise blend of contrast and brightness. Reduced glare and eyestrain, increased comfort and clarity — that’s a healthier way to see!

Energy Efficiency

OttLite® compact fluorescent bulbs are rated to last up to 10,000 hours, while Super Bright OttLite® battery-operated LEDs last up to 40,000 hours.

By reducing energy consumption with highly energy-efficient bulbs, tubes and LEDs, you can save on your electric bill while you help reduce harmful carbon dioxide emissions.
Choose the OttLite® that’s Right for You

OttLite® offers outstanding lighting technology in many different styles. Look for the features that complement your favorite activities—reading, sewing, jewelry-making, quilting, or any crafting project—at home or on the go.

- Convenient storage keeps mess to a minimum
- Portable & battery-powered for creativity on the go
- Clamp-on lamps make the most of your space
- Flexible necks and swivels direct light where needed
- Super functional lamps to updated & uber-chic

SUPER BRIGHT OttLite® LED Illumination

OttLite® LED Illumination delivers clear, natural lighting in innovative, portable designs to suit the way you work, play, travel and live. They meet strict standards for color, temperature, brightness and light output.

- Low heat, low glare
- Battery-operated LEDs last up to 40,000 hours
- Energy-efficient, lightweight & portable
- Intriguing patterns, fun colors, cool designs
Cambridge Floor & Table Lamps
Elegant and sophisticated style with a rich antiqued bronze finish influenced by the art of Asia. The Cambridge glass shade adjusts up and down nearly 180º for optimal light positioning. Includes an energy-efficient OttLite® HD Bulb.

Sterling Floor & Table Lamps
Modern functionality, quality metal construction and a bell-shaped shade make Sterling lamps a contemporary choice for office, study or living room. The shade angle easily adjusts with a turn-key for precise light placement. The arm rotates effortlessly to direct the illumination. Includes an energy-efficient OttLite® HD Bulb.

Cheval Floor & Table Lamps
Rendered in steel and finished in antiqued bronze, OttLite® Cheval lamps complement decor with a classic off-white fabric shade and graceful elongated arm. Includes an energy-efficient OttLite® HD Bulb.

Please read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used. Provide adult supervision if children participate in this project.
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